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CAMPING 


SIMPLIFIED 


Northern Spirit


for the best 


camping experience possible
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Wow Factor?


COMES STANDARD. 
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Exclusively


available


at 32 RV Care


Authorized Dealer


locations across Canada.

















Discover an Ultra-Lite Travel Trailer, with convenient and innovative features for everyone in your family to enjoy.

 Take a video tour >>
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New for 2020
INTRODUCING the Northern Spirit XTR

RV Care, Canada’s largest RV Dealer Network, is excited to debut the new Northern Spirit XTR, featuring the industry changing Max Bed Storage system. The Max Bed Storage system uses struts to lift the entire mattress frame and mattress making the entirety of the under-bed area accessible for interior storage. The Northern Spirit XTR also features a downsized platform that will appeal to consumers with smaller tow vehicles.

[image: RV Care Approved]The RV Care Approved logo tells you that our network of dealers endorse Coachmen RV and recognize their excellence in quality manufacturing and commitment to service. Our long-standing service to Canadian RVer’s has equally earned us the privilege to represent and introduce Northern Spirit travel trailers.
 Coachmen RV and RV Care’s objectives are the same: To have more RVer’s experience the great Canadian outdoors in a Northern Spirit. 




1 YEAR ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE with every Northern Spirit

Coachmen provides one year of free Travel Easy™️ emergency roadside assistance with each new Northern Spirit travel trailer. Administered by Coach-Net®, this service provides 24/7 access to roadside services including towing, fuel delivery, jump starts, lockout service, tire changes, mobile mechanic and unlimited technical advice. No matter where you go, we’re ready to help! Click here for the coverage details. (pdf)
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STORE-MORE CARGO CENTRE
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MOTION ACTIVATED FLOOR LIGHTS
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OUTDOOR KITCHEN
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OUTDOOR LEASH CLIP
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60" x 80" BED
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LAUNDRY HAMPER














 
LIGHTING

	Sofa touch lights
	Motion activated storage lights
	Lighted USB ports
	Motion activated floor lights




 
STORAGE

	95 cu. ft. cargo centre
	Hanger closet
	Sink cover storage
	Valuables hutch




 
OUTDOORS

	Exterior fishing pole storage
	Exterior dog leash clip
	Quick connect stabilizer jack bit
	Heated and enclosed underbelly




 
AND MORE...

	Kid's convenience centre
	Pet centre
	Dual air conditioning duct system
	84” Interior ceiling height


















Several Great Floor Plans available
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	Model #:	1943 RB
	Hitch Weight:	520 lbs.
	Carrying Capacity:	1,500 lbs
	UVW:	4,809 lbs.
	Exterior length:	23' 10" (bumper to hitch)
	Exterior height:	11'1" (includes A/C)
	Interior height:	84"
	Awning length:	15'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
	Wheel size:	14"
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	Model #:	2145 RBX
	Hitch Weight:	472 lbs.
	UVW:	5,016 lbs.
	CCC:	1,500 lbs.
	Exterior length:	26' 8" 
	Exterior width:	96"
	Exterior height:	10'4" 
	Awning length:	15'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
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	Model #:	2253 RB
	Hitch Weight:	588 lbs.
	Carrying Capacity:	1,668 lbs
	UVW:	5,732 lbs.
	Exterior length:	25' 11" (bumper to hitch)
	Exterior Width:	96"
	Interior height:	84"
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
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	Model #:	2255 RK
	Hitch Weight:	656 lbs.
	UVW:	5,462 lbs.
	CCC:	2,138 lbs.
	Exterior length:	27' 2" 
	Exterior width:	96"
	Exterior height:	11'1" 
	Awning length:	15'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
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	Model #:	2454 BH
	Hitch Weight:	728 lbs.
	Carrying Capacity:	2,098 lbs
	UVW:	5,462 lbs.
	Exterior length:	28' 9" (bumper to hitch)
	Exterior height:	11' 1" (includes A/C)
	Interior height:	84"
	Awning length:	18'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
	Wheel size:	14"
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	Model #:	2963 BH
	Hitch Weight:	760 lbs.
	Carrying Capacity:	1,192 lbs
	UVW:	6,408 lbs.
	Exterior length:	33' 11" (bumper to hitch)
	Exterior height:	11' 1" (includes A/C)
	Interior height:	84"
	Awning length:	18'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
	Wheel size:	14"
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	Model #:	3373 RL
	Hitch Weight:	940 lbs.
	Carrying Capacity:	2,100 lbs
	UVW:	7,584 lbs.
	Exterior length:	36' 6" (bumper to hitch)
	Exterior height:	11' 4" (includes A/C)
	Interior height:	84"
	Awning length:	10'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
	Wheel size:	15"
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	Model #:	3379 BH
	Exterior length:	36' 11" (bumper to hitch)
	Exterior height:	11' 4" (includes A/C)
	Interior height:	84"
	Awning length:	10'
	Fresh water:	49 gal. capacity
	Gray water:	33 gal. capacity
	Waste water:	33 gal. capacity
	Wheel size:	15"










Every Northern Spirit Trailer is powered by
RV Traveler's Choice Batteries
[image: RV Traveler's Choice]



















Questions?

If you'd like more information or have any questions about Northern Spirit, let us know.
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